
Hot Meets Cold Chapter 15 

Shen Mengqi hurriedly asked tentatively, “Did Mr. Si see you with Gu Yueze and 
misunderstand something, that’s why he kicked you out in a fit of anger?” 

Ye ÒÒàÅçºº, said unhurriedly, “How do you know that Si Yehan saw me and Gu 
Yueze? He wasn’t at home those days, don’t you know best?” 

Shen Mengqi immediately stammered, “I …… I guessed …… I thought you were 
accidentally found out! Anyway, let’s talk about it when you go back to school!” 

“Good.” Ye ÒÒÒ laughed coldly and hung up the phone. 

No rush, Shen Mengqi, the account between us, settle it slowly! 

Inside the master bedroom on the top floor. 

After Ye ÒÒ left, the hypnotist returned to the room and prepared hypnosis again. 

“Ninth Master, shall we start now?” 

Si Yanghan seemed to be thinking about something, and didn’t know if he heard his 
words, but just casually raised his hand. 

So, the hypnotist played music, lit the special incense and started the psychological 
induction …… 

After half an hour …… 

One hour later …… 

After two hours …… 

The hypnosis failed. 

Mo Xuan, the top psychological expert who had solved countless difficult cases and was 
hired as a senior psychological counselor by the world’s NO. 1 ranked mercenary corps, 
began to doubt his life for the nth time. 

Every time he gave treatment to Si Yanhan, he felt like a fake doctor …… 

Ever since Si Yanghan had been with that girl called Ye ÒÒàÅçº two years ago, every 
time that girl ran away and defied him, it would cause his insomnia to worsen. 

But didn’t Xu Yi say that the girl seemed to have figured it out and was all docile lately? 



When he saw the other party just now, he was also taken aback. Not only was that girl 
dressed up in makeup, her entire temperament as well as the feeling she gave off had 
also changed, not as gloomy as in the past. 

Since that girl had not stimulated Si Yanghan anymore, how come this time the 
hypnosis had failed again? 

Noticing that Si Yanghan’s state was getting worse and worse, Mo Xuan’s face also 
became more serious and he hurriedly asked, “Ninth Master, did you encounter 
something today? What did that Miss Ye say to you just now?” 

Si Yanghan’s tightly closed eyes instantly opened, and a cold light appeared in his eyes. 

The powerful pressure immediately caused Mo Xuan to helplessly give up on further 
questioning. 

If Si Yanghan had been willing to communicate with people, then his condition would 
not have been so serious. 

His psychological defences were too heavy and he did not allow anyone to enter his 
territory. 

Even the best psychiatrist could do nothing if the patient did not cooperate. 

When he thought of Ye ÒÒà, Mo Xuan’s mood was a little complicated. 

There was nothing wrong with Si Yanghan’s body, his sleep disorder was basically 
certain to be psychological, and it was highly likely that this girl was related to Si 
Yanghan’s knot in his heart. 

Otherwise, it was really hard to explain why Si Yanghan, who had always rejected 
women, would insist on detaining an ordinary girl by his side. Moreover, according to his 
observation, Ye ÒàÅçºº could easily influence Si Yanghan’s emotions. 

However, there was no way he could get an answer from Si Yanghan’s side, and he 
hadn’t been able to get any useful information from Ye ÒÒà. 

The Ye family was in the entertainment business, and its entertainment group controlled 
most of the entertainment industry, but compared to real families with a long history and 
deep heritage, the Ye family was just an ordinary gentry, not to mention that now the Ye 
family had changed hands, Ye’s father had been swept away long ago, and the 
company was now run by Ye’s second uncle. 

It is impossible for Ye’s family to have any connection with an ancient and huge family 
like the Si family, which overrides all the worldly families in Z. It is also impossible for Ye 



to have any intercourse with Si Yehan, therefore, Si Yehan’s special treatment of Ye is 
really puzzling. 

 


